Complex interactions between the replicating oncolytic effect and the enzyme/prodrug effect of vaccinia-mediated tumor regression.
Replicating viruses for cancer gene therapy have beneficial antitumor effects, however, in the setting of an enzyme/prodrug system, the interactions between these viruses and the activated agents are complex. A replicating vaccinia virus expressing the cytosine deaminase gene (VVCD), which converts the prodrug 5-FC into 5-FU, was characterized in vitro and in vivo for its antitumor effects and pathogenicity. Replicating VVCD (+/-5-FC) at various MOIs was used to infect MC38 murine colon adenocarcinoma cells. At high MOIs (>0.1) virus alone was able to kill the majority (65-90%) of cells by day 5 with no additional benefit from prodrug. At low MOIs only the effect of prodrug is seen. Cell lysates demonstrated 300-fold reduced viral recovery from cells treated with both VVCD and 5-FC compared with controls treated with virus alone. Nude mice bearing subcutaneous MC38 tumors were injected with VVCD (or control) and treated with 5FC or control. Mice injected with VVCD (with or without 5FC treatment) had smaller tumors than the controls, suggesting that replicating vaccinia alone is cytotoxic to tumors in vivo. The addition of 5-FC improved the antitumor response when a low dose of virus was injected into tumors. Also, compared with mice that received virus alone, those that received VVCD and 5FC had significantly prolonged survival from virus-mediated death. In conclusion, the addition of an enzyme/prodrug system to a replicating virus can improve the antitumor response and decrease viral pathogenicity. Gene Therapy (2000) 7, 1217-1223.